NGEP, a prostate-specific plasma membrane protein that promotes the association of LNCaP cells.
NGEP is a prostate-specific gene identified by analysis of expressed sequence tag databases. RNA analysis revealed two spliced forms of NGEP mRNA: a short form encoding a soluble protein (NGEP-S) and a long form encoding a polytopic membrane protein (NGEP-L). Transient expression of myc epitope-tagged NGEP-L showed that it was localized to the plasma membrane. We have now produced a specific antibody to the COOH terminus of NGEP-L and showed that it detects an approximately 100-kDa protein in extracts of normal prostate and prostate cancers that contain high levels of NGEP mRNA. The antibody detects a protein that is highly expressed on the apical and the lateral surfaces of normal prostate and prostate cancer cells by immunohistochemistry. The antibody does not detect a protein in the prostate cancer cell line LNCaP, which has very low NGEP mRNA levels. To study NGEP function, two stable LNCaP cell lines were prepared by transfection with NGEP-L and shown to contain similar amounts of NGEP-L protein as human prostate. Confocal immunofluorescence showed that NGEP-L is present on the plasma membrane of the transfected LNCaP cells and is highly concentrated at cell:cell contact regions. Furthermore, as the cell density increased, the cells formed large aggregates. A specific RNA interference that lowered NGEP-L levels prevented formation of cell aggregates. Our results suggest that NGEP-L has a role in promoting cell contact-dependent interactions of LNCaP prostate cancer cells and also that NGEP is a promising immunotherapy target for prostate cancer.